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Glossary on Kalinga Prize Laureates

UNESCO Kalinga Prize Winner – 1984
Yves Coppens

Renowned French Paleontologist and Paleoanthropologist,
One of the Largest Current French Specialists

in the Human Evolution &
A Great Populariser of Science

[Born : On August 9, 1934 in V anes (Morbihan)............ ]

The Chance makes the things too well to be credible
…Yuves Coppens

The man can receive only one biological definition. One can explain the man neither by
the tool, neither by the language, nor by the social organization.

 …Yves coppens

The law of the evolution is most significant of all the laws of the world because it
governed our birth , that it governed our past, and on the whole, it controls our future.

…Yves coppens

Imagination Penetrates everywhere & allows the construction of assumptions.
…Yves coppens
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Yves Coppens (born 1934) is a French

anthropologist. He has studied ancient

hominids and has had multiple published

works on this topic, and a film. He is one of the co-

discoverers of Lucy. The Rift Valley theory, proposed

and supported by the Dutch primatologist Adriaan

Kortlandt, became better known when it was later

espoused and renamed by Coppens as the East

Side Story. As Richard Dawkins says in The

Ancestor’s Tale: “In his native France, Yves Coppens

is widely cited as the discoverer of Lucy, even as

the “father” of Lucy. In the English-speaking World,

this important discovery is attributed to Donald

Johanson.” [1] So it would be interesting to know the

real contributions of those people in this case.

The Discovery of Lucy rocked the anthropological

world, as it showed that humans were bipedal over

three million years.

Yves Coppens - A Brief Profile

References :

1. Richard Dawkins (2004). The Ancestor’s Tale:

A Pilgrimage to the Dawn of Evolution (http://

books.google. Com/books?

id=ZicUataX4G0C&pg=PA104&ots=Ai3

eXnKM4p&dq=%22Yves+Coppens%

22&as_brr=3&ie=ISO-8859-

1&output=html&sig=eAtwcTGzHwZARXVk

c6uvX_wXOrU). Mariner Books, 104. ISBN

061861916X.

External links :
Lexnews Magazine interview with Yves Coppens (in

French) (http://lexnews.free.fr/sciences. htm)
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Yves Coppens – Biographical Sketch

Yves Coppens, in Vannes born Aug. 9, 1934, is a
paleontologist and French paleoanthropologist.

It calls into question the current one aspect of the
neo-Darwinian theory, the chance, “saying it’s too
much things to be credible [1].

It supports the thesis that “the technical and cultural
development exceeds the biological development”,
ie that biological evolution has preceded the cultural
evolution, the latter being more decisive
transformations that our species live.

Biography :
Fascinated by prehistoric times since his childhood,
he began very early to participate in the work of

excavation and exploration in Brittany, during his
years of college, high school and university.

n 1956 : He joined the CNRS in 22 years. He
proceeded to the study of the Tertiary
and Quaternary periods.

n 1960 : It starts climbing expeditions in Chad,
Ethiopia, and Algeria, Tunisia,
Mauritania, Indonesia and the
Philippines.

n 1965 : He discovered a hominid skull in Yaho
(Angamma)appointed Tchadanthropus
uxoris. Maybe older than one million
years, it would be close to Homo
erectus.
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n 1969 : Lecturer at the National Museum of
Natural History, is the sub-directorate
of the Musée de I’ Homme.

n 1974 : Discovery of Australopithecus
afarensis, named Lucy (in reference to
the Beatles song that his co-discoverers
Donald Johanson and Maurice Taieb
listened: Lucy in the Sky with
Diamonds)

n 1980 : He was appointed director and lecturer
at the Museum for 3 years.

n 1981 : He proposed an environmental
explanation of the separation Hominidae
Panidae in his theory of the “East Side
Story”.

n 1983 : Elected to the chair of paleontology and
prehistory at the College de France.

n 1988 : Yves Coppens has developed and
demonstrated how the acquis had
taken precedence over the innate, which
has slowed including human evolution
from several tens of thousands of years.

n 2002 : Under its scientific control (with the
collaboration of Anne-Marie Bacon and
Sandrine Prat du CNRS), Jacques
Malaterre performs for France 3-fiction
documentary on the evolution of man,
Species Odyssey, which is very popular
in France and abroad. This
documentary, which included a number
of errors on key issues, arouses great
controversy.

n 2003 : Following the discovery of Toumai and
“Abel by the Franco-Chadian team of
Michel Brunet, Yves Coppens calls
itself into question his theory of” East
Side Story.

n 2004 : Under his control scientist, Jacques
Malaterre directed Homo sapiens for
France 3.

n 2006 : Appointed to the High Council of
Science and Technology (Official
Journal of 24 September 2006). (http://
6 4 . 2 3 3 . 1 7 9 . 1 0 4 /
t r a n s l a t e _ c ? h l = e n & u = h t t p : / /
www.legifrance.gouv.fr/W Aspad/
U n Te x t e D e J o r f % 3 F n u m j o %
DMENR0602373D&prev=search%3Fq
%3DYves%2 BCoppens %26hl %3Den)

n 2007 : Guarantee scientist with Jean Guilaine
for documentary fiction Le Sacre de
I’Homme.

Today, Yves Coppens is present in many national
and international bodies operating disciplines within
its jurisdiction. He also heads a laboratory
associated with CNRS: Anthropological Research
Center- Musée de I’Homme, and two collections of
works of CNRS, Notebooks and Paleoanthropology
of the work is Paleonathropology Africa. He is a
member of the Academy of Sciences and the
Academy of Medicine, Academy of Sciences of
Outremer, but also of Academia Europaea,
Associate of the Royal Academy of Science,
Humanities and Fine arts de Belgique,
correspondant de I’ Académie royale de Médecine
de Belgique, Honorary fellow du Royal
Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland,
Foreign associate de la Royal Society d’Afrique du
Sud et Docteur honoris causa des Universités de
Bologne, de Liége, Mons and Chicago ….

Bibliography :

n The monkey, Africa and man, 1983, Fayard, ISBN
2213012725

n Origins of bipedalism (with Brigitte Senut), 1992,
CNRS, ISBN 2222046025

n The best history of the world (in collaboration
with Hubert Reeves, Joel de Rosnay and
Simonnet Dominica), 1996, Threshold, ISBN
2020505762
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n The knee Lucy: human history and the history of
its history, 1999, Odile Jacob, ISBN 2738103340

n Pre-ambules: the first steps of Man, 1999, Odile
Jacob, ISBN 2738109365

n Grand interview, 2001

n The origins of man: reality , myth, mode () 2001,
Artcom’, ISBN

n The origins of humanity T1 and T2 (with Pascal
Picq), 2002, Fayard

n Cradles of humanity: Beginnings to the Bronze
Age, 2003, Larousse

n Species Odyssey, 2003  2851206044

n Homo sapiens and the child wolf, 2004,
Flammarion, ISBN 2081627981

n Tales of a paleontologist, 2004  2738111122

n Hisotry of Man and climate change, 2006, the
College de France and Fayard, ISBN 2-213-
62872-6

He also made its scientific collaboration with Pierre
Pelot for writing several novels prehistoric: Series,
Sub wind in the world, Gallimard, the name lost from
the sun, 1998, Denoël and Lucy’s dream, 1997,
Threshold.

Media :
n Yves Coppens anime column on France Info:

Stories of Men

Awards :

n 1963 : Price Edmond Herbert

n 1969 : Andrew C. Price Bonnet

n 1973 : Gold Medal from the Emperor of
Ethiopia

n 1974 : Jaffé grand prize of the Academy of
Sciences

n 1975 : Scientific grand prize of the Foundation
de France

n 1975 : Fourmarier medal of the Geological
Society of Belgium

n 1978 : Glaxo prices

n 1982 : Silver medal from the CNRS

nnnnn 1984 : Kalinga Prize of UNESCO

n 1984 : 27th Annual Address of the
Palaeontological Association in London

n 1985 : 55th James Arthur Lecture on the
Evolution of the Human Brain at the
Ameican Museum of Natural Hisotry
in New York

n 1985 : Augustin Frigon ninth conference of the
Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal

n 1987 : Vandenbroeck medal of the Belgian
Society of geology, paleontology and
Hydrology.

n 1989 : Andre Duveyrier Medal of the Society
of  Geography.

n 1991 : Gold Medal of encouraging progress

n 2005 : Price Nonino [Italy]

Decorations :

n Commandeur de la Legion d’honneur

n Commander of the National order of Merit

n Commander of the Academic Palms

n Officer de I ‘Ordre des Arts et des Lettres

n Officer de I’Ordre National du Tchad

Notes and References :
1. According Homindes.com (http://

64,233.179.104/translate_c?
h1=en&u=http://www.homindies.com/html/
biographies/yves_coppens.html&prev=/
search%3Fq%3DYves%2BCoppens%26hl%3Den)
– Biography of Yves Coppens

Quotation :
The chance makes the things too well to be credible.

q
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Yves Coppens : Paléoanthropologue
Yves Coppens is currently the world’s largest French
specialists in human evolution… Man of ground he

has undertaken numerous excavation often
successful, as for example, the discovery of the

famous Lucy…
A man of reflections, it has developed several theories

about the hominids and panidae… Man simply, he
was able to recover himself involved and abandon
his ideas when the facts were against him (East

Side Story).
Course, Bibiligraphy, Sapiens multimédiacus, theory

of evolution and distinctions. …

His Career :
Yves Coppens was born in 1934.
Fascinated by the Prehistory since childhood, Yves

Coppens, began his research career with some
excavations and prospecting in Brittany during his

years of college, high school and university.

YVES COPPENS :
50 YEARS OF SERVICE TO PALEOANTHROPOLOGY

Founded in 1956 CNRS in 22 years! Yves Coppens

proceeded to the study very remote epochs: the
Tertiary and Quaternary

n 1960 : he began to assemble shipments to
Chad, Ethiopia and Algeria, Tunisia,
Mauritania, Indonesia and the

Philippines.

n 1965 :  Discovery of a hominid skull to Yayo

(Angamma) appointed Tchadanthropus
Uxoris. The Tchadanthropus, perhaps
older than one million years, would

be close to Homo Erectus.

n 1969 :  Lecturer  at the National Museum of
Natural History, it is naturally to the

sub directorate of the Musée de
I’Homme.

n 1974 : Co-discovery of Australopithecus
Afarensis named Lucy as Yves
Coppens listened with his co-

discoverers, Donald Johanson and
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Maurice Taieb, a song by the Beatles
(Lucy in the sky with diamonds).

n 1980 : he was appointed Director and
Professor at the Museum for 3 years.

n 1981 : It offers an environmental explanation
of the separation Hominidae
Panidae:  “East Side Story

n 1983 : Elected Chair Paleoanthropology
Prehistory and the College de France.

n 1988 : Yves Coppens has developed and
demonstrated how the acquis had
taken precedence over the innate,
which has slowed including human
evolution from several tens of
thousands of years.

Following the 2003 discovery of
Toumai and “Abel, Yves Coppens
calls itself into question his theory of
the” East Side Story! Participation in
the attainment of the species
Odyssey.

n 2004 : Deposit scientist at the production of
the documentary Homo sapiens
(released in 2005).

n 2005 : Yves Coppens and Bernard
Vandermeersch, cautions scientists
Paléosite Centre interactive
prehistoric St. Cesaire.

n 2006 : Yves Coppens is appointed by the
president to “Haut council of the
research and technology” that should
“ inform the head of state and
government on all matters relating to
the broad guidelines of the nation in
terms Policy Research”

Caution Scientifique 2007 with Jean
Guylaine on filming of the
documentary “Le Sacre de I’Homme”

n 2007 : Publication of the book “The Passion
of the species” or Yves Coppens
recalls his childhood, his career, the
discovery of Lucy

When Yves Coppens spoke of the theory
of evolution …

....Which leads us to ask ourselves about the

mechanism of evolution. We note that in an

environment identical, all species evolve in the same

direction – that, specifically, of adapting to this

environment.

According to the Darwinian idea, which is still

virtually admitted today, some individuals suffer

genetic mutations which occur at random, and

several of them may give an advantage to survive in

their new environment.

Over the generations, this new species warranted,

selected somehow in the middle.

This theory does not like me very much, as a whole.

It is still surprising that advantageous mutations

occur precisely at a time when we need it! At the

risk of making hurler biologists, and without returning

to the thesis of Lamarck, I believe we should discuss

how genes might save some changes in the

environment.

In any case, the coincidence is too much things to

be credible… The emergence of a préhumain who

slap on the rocks, manufactures tools, in  a rather

casual, and then more and more frequent, until as a

culture, or, if you prefer, development of conscience

that eventually create a cultural environment, it is

also, for me, a great mystery.

It is an instinctive be without individual freedom, to

a man who has acquired a freedom of action and

freedom of choice because of the knowledge he has

accumulated and transmitted…

The technical and cultural development exceeds the

biological development… (Article in August 1995)

A homo sapiens multimediacus :

Yves Coppens is a passionate, and he uses all

media that allow him to express or explain human

evolution.
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Documentaries :

He participated in numerous documentaries on the
subject. Regarded as a specialist French our origins

is frequently consulted. Male media he simply pass
message complex!

Romans :

He brought to Peter Pelot its scientific collaboration
in the writing of several “prehistorie novels”: the series

“Under the winds of the world” and especially “The
dream of Lucy”…

DVD :

It was under his patronage has been achieved in the

2002 documentary “The odyssey of the case” which
was a huge success in France and abroad … Note
production scheduled for September 2003 a DVD

containing the entire emission (interviews with Yves
Coppens) and the making of .

CDrom :

He also participated in 1994 with the creation of

software that human evolution: “For the Origins of
Man” Editor’s Microfolie

Bibliography
n 1983 : The Monkey, Africa and the man

n 1990 : Prehistory of western art (with Brigitte
Delluc and Andre Leroi-gourhan)

n 1992 : The origins of bipedalism (with Brigitte

Senut)

n 1996 : The finest history of the world

n 1999 : The knee Lucy

n 1999 : Pre-ambules: the first steps of man

n 2001 : Grand maintenance

n 2001 : To the origins of mankind (collective)

n 2002 : The origins of the human T 1 and T 2

(with Pascal Picq)

n 2003 : A Species Odyssey

n 2004 : Homo sapiens

n 2006 : History of Man and climate change

n 2007 : Le Sacre de I’Homme

n 2007 : The Passion of the species

Distinctions :
n The 1963 prize Edmond Hebert

n The 1969 prize André C. Bonnet

n The 1973 Gold Medal from the Emperor of
Ethiopia

n The 1974 grand prix Jaffe of the Acdemy of
Sciences

n The 1975 grand prix scientist  of the Foundation

de France

n 1975 Medal Fourmarier of the Geological Society
of Belgium

n The 1978 prize Glaxo

n The 1982 silver medal from the CNRS

n 1984 The prize of UNESCO Kalinga

n 1984 The 27 th Annual Address of the
Paleontological Association in London

n 1985 The 55th James Arthur Lecture on the

Evolution of the Human Brain at the American
Museum of Natural History in  New York.

n The 1985 ninth conference Augustine Frigon of

the Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal

n Vandenbrocck 1987 Medal of the Belgian

Society of geology, paleontology and Hydrology

n 1989 Andre Duveyrier Medal of the Society of
Geography

n The 1991 Gold Medal of encouraging progress

But also:
n Chevalier de la Legion d’ Honneur

n Officer of the Order of Merit

n Officer des Palmes Académiques

n Officier de I’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres

n Officier de I’Ordre National du Tehad

q
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Yves Coppens -  Biography

Impassioned by Prehistory since its childhood, Yves

Coppens, born in Vannes in 1934, its career of
researcher started with some work of excavations

and prospection in Brittany.

Entered in the National Scientific Research Center

in 1956, it will be interested then in periods much
older and countries much more remote, in fact the

limits of the Tertiary sector and the Quaternary one
in the tropical areas of the Old World. It goes up,

indeed, since 1960, of significant forwarding, initially
only, in Chad, then in international collaboration to
Ethiopia (valley of Omo and basin of Afar) as well

as exploratory missions in Algeria, in Tunisia, in
Mauritania, in Indonesia and in the Philippines. The

harvests carried out by these campaigns are
impressive with regard to the quantity of fossils (of
tens of tons) but also the number of the fossil

remainders of Men collected (nearly 700); the results
of their study will be quite as attractive. It is all the

history of the last ten million years which lights; an
assumption proposes an environmental explanation

of separation Hominidae Panidae (8 million years
ago) (Coppens, 1983). Eastern side, Hominidae
would have developed while passing by a stage pre-

Australopithecus  (Coppens, 1981), illustrated in

particular by the very beautiful discoveries of

Ethiopian Afar, then by an Australopithéque stage,
first stone mason (Coppens, 1975), and finally

Homme stage, appeared, him also, under the
selective pressure of one second climatic  crisis, 3
million years ago (Coppens, 1975); these 3 stages

being connected in cyme or ear, each one being, at
the base, the origin of the following, but by not

developing less then its own line in an original and
independent way (Coppens, 1975). Lastly, more
recently, Yves Coppens has also shown, while being

based on differential speeds of evolution of biology
and technology, how the asset little by little had

prevailed on the innate one and why, for 100.000
years, the evolution of the Man had slowed down
then stopped (Coppens 1982, 1988).

During these years, Yves Coppens climbed the first

levels of CNRS before being called, in 1969, with
under direction of the Museum of the Man, function

related then to the title of Lecturer to the National
Natural history museum of Natural History. Named

Directing and Professor with the Natural history
museum in 1980, it was to honour these new
functions only three years, titular elected official of

the Pulpit of Paléoanthropologie and Préhistoire of
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the College of France in 1983. Present in many
national authorities and international managing the

disciplines of his competence, Yves Coppens directs
moreover a laboratory associated with the National

Scientific Research Center, the Anthropological
Research  center-Museum of the Man and two
collections of works of CNRS, the Books of

Paléoanthropologie and Work of Paléoanthropologie
East-African.

Yves Coppens received the prize Edmond Hébert

(1963), the prize André C Bonnet (1969) and the

great prize Jaffé (1974) of the Academy of Science,

the medal of gold of the Emperor of Ethiopia (1973),

the great scientific prize of the Foundation of France

(1975), the Fourmarier medal of the Geological

Company of Belgium (1975), the prize Glaxo (1978),

the money medal of CNRS (1982), the Kalinga prize

of UNESCO (1984), the medal Vandenbroeck

Belgian Company of geology, paleontology and

hydrology (1987), the medal Andre Duveyrier of the

Company of Geography (1989), the gold medal of

the encouragement to progress (1991); it made the

27th Annual Address of Palaeontological Association

in London (1984), the 5th James Arthur Lecture one

the Evolution of the Human  Brain in American

Museum of Natural History in New York (1985), 9th

conference Augustin  Frigon of the Polytechnic

School of Montreal (1985); he is member of the

Academia, national Academy of Science of Medicine

Europaea, Associé royal Academy of Sciences,

Letters and Beautiful  Arts of Belgium,

Correspondent of the royal Academy of Medicine of

Belgium, Honorary fellow of Royal Anthropological

Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Foreign

associate of Royal Society of South Africa, Honorary

doctor of the Universities of Bologna, Liege and

Chicago; chevalier of the Legion of Honour, officer of

the Order of Merit , officer of the Academic Palms,

officer of the Order of Arts and the Letters, officer of

the National Order of Chad.

Principal works and articles

n Note on the trough furnaces of the Breton
southernmost coast and more especially of

Morbihan. Notes of Armorican archaeology of
Ann. Of Brittany, Rennes, T LX, 1953, fasc. 2,

1954: pp. 336-353.

n Proboscidiens of Chad, their contribution to the

chronology of Quaternary African. Actas LED
V Congreso panafricano of Prehistoria there of

Estudio del Quaternario. Santa Cruz of Tenerife,
Publicaciones del Museo arqueologico, T 1, 5,

1965: pp.331-387.

n Tchadanthropus. Anthropology, Paris, T 70, n0

1-2, 1966: pp. 5-16.

n Protohistoric and historical cultures of Djourab.
First international conference of  Archaeology

African. Studied and Documents tchadiens,
Strong Lamy, Memories, 1, 1970: pp. 129-146.

n Attempt at zonation of Pliocéne and the
Pleistocene of African by the large mammals.

C.R. Acad. Sc, Paris, T 274, 274, 1972: pp.
181-184.

n Evolution of Hominidés and their environment

during Plio-Pleistocene in the low valley of Omo
in Ethiopia. C.R. Acad.Sc, Paris, T 281, 1975 :

pp. 1993-1696.

n Origns of the Man, Museum of the Man, Paris,

1976, 148 p. (direction of the publication); Origini
del Uomo, Rome, 1981, 148 p.

n Earliest Man and environments in the lake

Rudolf Basin (direction of the publication as a
coll with F.C.Howell, G.LI. Isaac and R.

Leakey), The University of Chicago press, 1976,
615 p.

n Oldest Hominidés (direction of the publication
as a coll with statement Tobias), conference

CNRS, international Union of prehistoric and
protohistoric Sciences, Nice, 1976, 465 p.
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n Hominidés of Pliocene and the Pleistocene of
Ethiopia, chronology, systematic, environment

in “the human origins and times of the
intelligence”, Foundation Singer Polignac, Éd.

Masson, Paris, 1978: pp. 79-106.

n Geology and Paleontology of the Rift Valley
(direction of the publication). Bull. Ploughshare.
Géol. France, (7), XXI, n0 3, Paris, 1979, 128 p.

n The differences between Australopithecus and

Homo: preliminary conclusion from the Omo
Research Expedition’ S studies in : Current

Argument one Early Man, carry forward from
has Nobel symposium, Pergamon press, 1980:
pp.207-225.

n The brain of the fossil Men. C.R. Acad. Sc,

Paris, T 292, supplement with the academic
life, 1981, 24 p.

n The origin of the Homo kind. International

conference of CNRS, processes of
Hominisation, Paris, 1981:pp. 55-60.

n Oldest Hominidés (direction of the publoication).
Conference of the international Union of

prehistoric and protohistoric Sciences, Mexico
City, 1981, 107 p.

n The Monkey, Africa and the Man, Collection

the Time of Sciences, Éd. Beech, 1983, 152
p.; Plural Éd.,1985, 220 p.; Scimmia, Africa E
Uomo, Éd. Jaca Book, Milan, 1985, 121 p.;

Die Wurzeln from Menschen, Das neue Bild
unserer Herkunft, Deutsche Verlags-Austalt,

Stuttgart, 1985, 144 p.; Ullstein Sachbuch,
Frankfurt a/M, 1987; O macaco has Africa E O
homem, Gradiva, Lisboa, 1987, 146 p.; Apan,

Afrika och Människan, Atlantis Éd., Stockholm,
1989, 126 p.; EI Simio, Africa y el Hombre,

Juan Granica ED, Buenos Aires, 1987.

n The Australopithecus (direction of the
publication).  Bull. And Mém. Ploughshare.
Anthrop. Paris, 1984, pp.269-380.

n Made inaugural lesson Friday December 2,
1983, College of France, Pulpit of

Paléoanthropologie and prehistory, College of
France, 94, 1984, 34 p.

n Hominoïdés, Hominidés and Hommes, Life of

Sciences, C.R. Acad. Sc, s.g., 1 (5), pp. 459-
485, 1984.

n Evolution of the Man, Life of Sciences, C.R.

Acad. Sc, s.g., 3 (3), pp. 227-243, 1986.

n The origin of the Man: medium, the discovery,

conscience, creation, Review of Sciences

morals and policies, 4, pp. 507-532, 1987.

n Preambles, first steps of the Man Éd. Odile

Jacob, Paris, 1988, 247 p., Éd. Points, 1991;

Pre-amboli,  I primi passi dell’ Uomo, ED Jaca

Book, Milan, 1990, 177 p.; Pre-âmbulos, bone

primeros passos C Homem, Gradiva, Lisboa,

1990, 232 p.

n Stars with the thought (guest editor), Diogène,

n0 155, 150 p., 1991.

n Origin of the bipédie at Hominidés (direction of

the publication as a coll with B Senut), Books

of Paléoanthropologie of CNRS, 301 p., 1991.

n Anatomical and functional originality of the first

bipédie, Bull, Acad.natle. méd., 175 (7), pp.

977-993, 1991.

n The first settlement of Europe: extraordinary

history of the Man of Néandertal, Bull. Acad.

Natle. Méd., 176 (9), pp. 1465-1471, 1992.

n Scientific information: between research and the

culture, the Life of Sciences, C R.Acad. Sc,

Paris, general series, 10, 1, pp. 45-49, 1993.

n East Side Story, the origin of Humankind,

Scientific American, pp. 88-95, 1994.

q
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Laureates:
Professor Yves Coppens

Academincian Igor Petryanov

United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization

KALINGA
PRIZE
1984

The craft
of popularizing

science
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The Kalinga Prize for excellence in the popularizaiton of science and technology was first

awarded in 1952. The award was established by Mr Bijoyanand Patnaik, Indian industrialist and

former minister, founded  President of the Kalinga Foundation Trust, New Delhi, which donates the

funds for the Prize. The management of the Prize is entrusted to Unesco.

The co-winners of the Kalinga Prize for 1984 were Professor Yves Coppens (France) and

Academician Igor V. Petryanov-Sokolov (USSR).

The speeches given at the presentation  ceremony, and reproduced in this volume give some

insight into the work of the prize-winners.
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PRESENTATION OF
THE KALINGA PRIZE

FOR 1984

Unesco House
Paris, 12 December 1984
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Address
by

Mr Amadou-Mahtar M’Bow
Director- General

of the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization

(Unesco)

Your Excellencies,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is my pleasure today, as it is every year, to present an award honouring outstanding talent in the
popularizaiton of science. This award, known as the Kalinga Prize, was established by Mr Bijoyanand

Patnaik, an Indian industrialist and former government minister, founder and President of the Kalinga
Foundation Trust of New Delhi which donates the money for the prize.

The Kalinga Prize, awarded for outstanding work in the popularization of science, commemorates
the act of the ruler of the Kalinga Empire who, 2,000 years ago, solemnly renounced war and proclaimed

his intention of dedicating himself exclusively to the peaceful development of his country.

The same spirit of peace and progress has inspired Unesco’s worldwide efforts, since its inception,
in its various fields of competence.

Under its Constitution, the Organizaiton exists to advance, ‘through the educational, scientific and
cultural relations of the peoples of the world, the objectives of international peace and of the common

welfare of mankind for which the United Nations Organizaiton was established’. To this end, Unesco is
required to ‘give fresh impulse to popular education and to the spread of culture’ and to ‘maintain, increase

and diffuse knowledge’.

Today as in the past, these represent some of the essential prerequisites for the full development of
any society. However, these prerequisites are assuming even greater urgency at the present time, when
science and technology are advancing at an accelerating pace and when their applications in everyone’s

lives are becoming increasingly numerous, thereby opening up great possibilities for the progress and
well-being of all peoples.

In order for societies to understand the challenges posed by science and modern technologies, and

to make the best use of such knowledge, it is necessary for new discoveries and new inventions to be
brought to the attention of the widest possible public.

This is why the popularization of science plays – more than one respect – a particularly important
role. The popularizer describes a discovery or an invention in a given branch of science so that it can be
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understood by specialists in all the other branches and by an informed general public. The popularizer is
thereby able to illustrate in each case the scope and limitations of scientific progress, or even to highlight

the problems it raises. He can thus enforce, where appropriate, the democratic choices that such progress
necessitates.

Hence the very real complexity of popularization work which calls for a combination of two skills –

that of understanding in detail the discoveries or inventions in question, and that of explanining them to the
layman with the help of the various resources made available to him by the modern media.

In most cases, popularizers are media specialists with a scientific background enabling them to
assess breakthroughs in science and technology. Very often, indeed, scientists are too busy with their

work to find the time to describe their own discoveries in a language comprehensible to the public at large.

Today the Kalinga Prize is being awarded to two celebrated scientists who are also outstanding
popularizers: Academician Igor V. Petryanov-Sokolov, a citizen of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

who is a natural scientist, and Professor Yves Coppens, French citizen, who works predominantly in the
human sciences.

Academincian Petryanov is s famous physical chemistry specialist, the founder, with a number of
others, of the modern study of aerosols. He is a doctor of chemical sciences, a corresponding member

and subsequently member of the Academy of Sciences, and is a professor at the Mendeleyev Institute of
Chemical Technology, a member of the Board on Colloid Chemistry attached to the Academy of Sciences

of the USSR and President of the Scientific and Technological Board on the Protection of the Environment
attached to the State Committee of the USSR for Science and Technology.

Academician Petryanov considers that writing scientific works for the general public is a duty for
any well-known scientist. Works of scientific popularization should, in his view, be written by leading

scientists so as to provide the public with information that is at once straightforward and authoritative.

Academician Petryanov considers that such works have today become not only the main source of
scientific knowledge for most laymen but also the main source of information for specialists in the various

branches of science. In an address delivered to an international conference at the Academy of Sciences
of the USSR, he even went so far as to say that scientific literature was to the literature of popularization
what gold ore was to pure gold.

Academician Petryanov is the founder and editor-in-chief of the well-known Soviet scientific journal

Chemistry and Life (Khimiya I Zhizn), the science editor of the Children’s Encyclopaedia, the author of
popular scientific works and is well known for his appearances on television programmes. He is also

responsible for the publication of a collection of science fiction paperbacks for children and is President of
the Society of Book-Lovers of the USSR, which has millions of members.

The co-recipient of the Kalinga Prize, Professor Yves Coppens, the famous palaeoanthropologist,
was attaché and then chargé de recherches at the Centre National  de la Recherche Scientifique from

1956 to 1969, maître de conferences and then professor at the Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle from
1969 to 1983, and has been a professor at the Collège de France since 1983.

Experienced in both laboratory and field work, he has led many expeditions to remote places,

mostly in Black Africa, including nine to the Omo Valley in Ethiopia. His whole research effort has been
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directed towards understanding the evolution of man in relation to that of his natural and cultural environment,
and shedding light on his origins.

His work has led him to reflect widely on the destiny – both individual and collective – of mankind.

As he himself has said: ‘In proclaiming ubiquitously and tirelessly over the years that man, as a cousin of
the chimpanzee and the gorilla, has a common tropical and African origin, which means that the five

thousand million individuals that today populate the earth have a commensurate history, that they are all
brothers and that their differences – the source of their rich variety – simply reflect the adaption of wholly
comparable valus to different environments, Prehistory and Palaeoanthropology are working in their own

way – which is far from being insignificant – against racism and for peace’.

For the last quarter of a century, Professor Yves Coppens has been actively involved in informing the
public of the results of his work and of the way ideas are developing in the various branches of his special

field. He has done so using the most varied means – for example, by displaying the skeleton of a mammouth
in the hall of the Maison de la Radio in Paris, by producing postage-stamp designs, by producing a play
featuring prehistorical characters, and by scripting a radio series  describing in fifty twenty-minute episodes

encounters between a girl from today’s world and her counterpart of three million years ago.

His popularization work is continuing in the form of interviews, articles, publications, lectures, television
and radio broadcasts, slide shows and even comic strips, not to mention his activities in a field that is pre-

eminently the province of popularization-museology.

The exhibition on ‘The Origins of Man’, organized by Professor Yves Coppens at the Musée de
I’Homme, attracted 300,000 visitors over a period of 17 months from 1976 to 1978 – more than any other
previous exhibition.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

As scientists, the co-recipients of the 1984 Kalinga Prize occupy a distinghished place in their

respective fields. As popularizers, they have greatly increased the social impact of their work through their
exceptional ability to express the complexities of science in simple terms and to relate them to the

everyday concerns of ordinary people. It gives me great pleasure, therefore, to present these two
distinguished persons with the medal and cheque that accompany the Kalinga Prize.

q
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Speech of Professor Yves Coppens
Co-winner of the 1984 Kalinga Prize

Mr Director – General,
Madam Permanent Delegate of France

Mr Permanent Delegate of India
Mr Permanent Delegate of the USSR,

My dear fellow prize-winner, Igor Petryanov,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

May I first say how proud and delighted I am today to receive the Kalinga Prize, the most prestigious

of awards for the popularization of science.

Some years ago, I remember looking through the pamphlet published by Unesco for the twenty-fifth
anniversary of this prize and being extremely impressed by the honours list : Sir Julian Huxley, outstanding

evolutionist and first Director-General of Unesco; Bertrand Russell, Nobel prize-winner for Literature, who
was so keenly aware of the role of science in society; Konrad Lorenz, Nobel prize-winner for Medicine,
pioneer of nature conservancy and behaviourial sciences; Jean Rostand and Sir Gavin de Beer, both in

their own way poets of embryology and genetics; Alexander Oparin, insatiable in his curiosity about the
origins of life; Margaret Mead, defender of the wealth and worth of each and  every one of the world’s

cultures; Sergei Kapitza, an outstanding scientist and  producer of that fine television programme which is
so popular in the Soviet Union ‘Ochevidnoy neveroyatnoye’, which roughly translated means ‘truth is
stranger than fiction’.

These are only a few of the prize-winners specializing in fields related to my own (to-date, there have

in fact been thirty-four Kalinga prize-winner); after mentioning their names, how can one fail to feel singularly
honoured by such a distinction?

Despite the at times sensational way in which information is presented to the  public, and the star

system that goes with it, and despite the conviction tenaciously held-sincerely or otherwise-by many
colleagues that research needs to be carried out discreetly if quality is to be maintained, I remain deeply
convinced that scientists have a duty to popularize, and I have been putting this principle into practice,

against heavy odds, for over a quarter of a century.

Although, generally speaking, I have not myself made approaches to the media, because this is not
my function, I have responded most willingly whenever they  have asked for my services and I have been

in a  position to give up some of my time to them. In such cases, I have always striven to maintain the
strictest standards in the content of the message, for which I obviously remained solely responsible, while
leaving to the media professionals, whose job it is, full freedom of choice in the way they present it.
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Apart from the usual means of dissemination, such as lectures and exhibitions, films and television,
records and cassettes, the press and radio, or even less common means like plays or stamps, cartoons

or radio series, prehistoric parks or bus-borne travelling exhibitions, all of  which I have used, it can be
amusing sometimes to take advantage of circumstances which, because they are unusual, can prove to

be particularly effective. I shall quote two examples of which I am proud.

In 1969, for an exhibition on the tenth anniversary of the Foundation de la Vocation, I had the
skeleton of the Siberian mammoth that I had previously set up in the National Museum of Natural History,
transported and reassembled on the first floor of the Maison de la Radio. The unexpected sight of this

spectacular fossil in a setting devoted to art and technology, whetted the curiosity of visitors to the studios
enough for them to want to make a special visit to see the other  fossil animals in their permanent home.

As the visitors  to the Maison de la Radio-at least some of them –are apparently not regular visitors to the
Museum, admissions to the Institute of Palaeontology at the Museum rose noticeably for the entire duration
of the exhibition at the Maison de la Radio and stayed considerably higher for some months after the

exhibition closed.

The last display case in the exhibition on ‘The Origin of Man’ which I organized at the Musée de
I’Homme in 1976 was, naturally enough, devoted to the last link in he chain of the history of hominids,

modern man, Homo sapiens sapiens. To avoid having to make an inevitably arbitrary choice between
Bretons and Auvergnats, Congolese or Englishmen, Brazilians or Japanese, the young or the old, men or
women, as an illustration of our fine  contemporary human species, and so that each visitor could understand

that the last seventy million years of history through which he had just walked was his own story, I simply
covered the back panel of the tall, deep display cabinet with a mirror. It may easily be imagined how this

technique made it possible to reflect back at each visitor an image – his own – of Homo sapiens sapiens
which obviously implicated him personally and inextricably in the evolutionary adventure he had just been

through. The 6,000 comments made in the visitors’ books left open at the exhibition exits bore striking
testimony – if any were needed – to the outstanding impact of this new awareness, which is indeed, in the
strict sense, a reflection.

Having worked for almost my entire career in the National Museum of Natural History in Paris, where

I began in 1956 as a researcher, and then in the Musée de I’ Homme, where I was successively deputy
director, co-director and  director since 1969, I should like to take the present opportunity to say a few

words about what I believe to be the importance of the concept of the museum in the spread of knowledge.
I see the museum’s  function as being both to preserve and display a certain heritage. However, since all
people, wherever they may be, should at all times have access to all knowledge – by  which, taking only

the example of human sciences, I mean that all people should at all times have access to others’ cultures
as well as their own-each nation should be able to equip itself in the medium or long term not only with

museums of its own culture, as is increasingly the case, but of all other cultures of the world. Only very
seldom is this the case: at present, only countries with a long-established museum tradition enjoy the
privilege of being able to present their visitors  with a veritable window on the world, while most other

countries have only just begun to provide themselves as best they can with museums of local, regional or,
at best, national scope.

What I mean is that  I shall be truly happy on the day when the Museum of Brazzaville, for instance

– I say Brazzaville because I have just been there – can exhibit collections  of costumes of the Nice region
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and traditional Breton head-dresses as well as its own costumes, just as the Musée de I’Homme and the
Museum of Popular Arts and Traditions in Paris can exhibit samples of art and craftwork from the Congo

alongside objects from Brittany or Nice.

Naturally, all objects belong to their home country, but a vast programme of deposit, lending and
exchange ought to be set up to enable us all to understand each other a little better. In this way, moreover,

all the collections of all the museuma in the world would gradually, imperceptibly, become the heritage of
all mankind and the property of each and every one.

I turn to this great and fine institution, the United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, which could adopt such a programme as one of its own.

May I take this opportunity to pay a warm public tribute to the quality of the work and achievements

of Unesco, which I have known since it was founded and whose twenty-fifth anniversary was celebrated in
‘my’ museum, and to declare my deep esteem and admiration for its ‘D.G.’, as Mr Amadou-Mahtar M’Bow

is affectionately called here.

I would also like to express my profound gratitude to the Foundation which bears the illustrious

name of the great Kalinga Empire and reminds us of its Emperor Ashoka, as well as to Mr Bijoyanand
Patnaik who took the initiative of entrusting Unesco with this prize for dialogue between scientists and the

general public. I hope I can travel to India to offer my sincere thanks to the Foundation’s directors at their
headquarters. Finally, I thank the Association des Ecrivains scientifiques de France for having named me

as France’s 1984 candidate, by which I was profoundly touched and, naturally, the members of the Jury of
the 1984 Kalinga Prize for the great honour they accorded me in recommending me.

To illustrate for a few minutes the work I have done in the field of popularization, I would like to show
you two film excerpts. The first is part of a television programme made in 1980 in Moscow at the request

of Sergei Kapitza, 1979 Kalinga prize-winner, and broadcast in 1981. The other is a sequence from a film
entitled ‘Man comes on to the scene’, made by Pierre Barde of Geneva, and produced by the Télévision

Suisse romande and the Editel Company under the authority of Pierre Desgraupes, Etienne Lalou and Igor
Barrère. This film was made in 1981 and broadcast in 1982 by the TFI channel in France and the Télévision
Suisse romande.

q
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Mr  Amadou-Mahtar M’Bow, the Director-General of Unesco, congratulates Professor
Yves Coppens, co-winner of the 1984 Kalinga Prize, as he hands him his certificate in
the presence of the French Ambassador and Permanent Delegate to Unesco, H.E.
Mme J. Baudrier-Perriard.
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Genius of the Man – Yves Coppens

Palaeoanthropologist and Prehistorian, Prof. at France’ s National Museum of
Natural History and at the College of France

Renowned French palaeoanthropologist Yves Coppens has helped to revolutionise palaeontology over
the past half-century, shedding light on the origins of man and making human evolution a subject of
lively debate. “Perhaps it was my fascination with menhirs a dolmens as a child in Brittany that
encouraged my vocation,’ says the distinguished  academic, a great populiser of science.

In 1956, having studied natural science and archaeology, he joined CNRS (the National Centre of
Scientific Research) in Paris and was assigned to the palaeontology laboratory France’s National
Museum of Natural History. Within several years, he began undertaking expeditions to Africa and
Asia. These produced dozens of tones of fossils, including those of 700 humans.

His most celebrated find was in Ethiopia in 1974 as the co-discoverer, with Donald Johanson, of three-
million-year-old Lucy, an almost-complete hominid fossil named after Beatles’ song, “Lucy in the Sky
with Diamonds”.

In the early 1980s, Coppens became a director of the Museum of Man and a professor at both the
National Museum of Natural History and the College of France where he holds a chair in
palaeoanthropology and prehistory. “Prehistory makes us understand who we are, how we became
that way and why,” comments Coppens, whose many distinctions include membership of France’s
Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Medicine. A born story-teller, Coppens relies on
his fertile imagination to create hypotheses that challenge accepted theories and provide novel
interpretations of man’s genealogy.
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’ history of the fifteen or the last twenty
billion years of our universe seems to us a

little the account of a growth, that of the
matter, which did not cease, with the wire

of this section of time which is accessible for us, to
become complicated and to organize themselves;
initially inert, it indeed became, on at least a planet

of one of the stellar systems of one of the galaxies,
there is four billion years, alive, then, four million

years ago, thinking. The exposure “Of the bacterium
to Lucy” illustrated the second of these states; the
exposure “the genius of the man”, will illustrate the

third of it.

After a life which, four billion years during, knew more
and more and better and better, appeared, indeed,

four million years ago only, one more complicated
and better organized life, which knew that it knew

and who was useful himself about it for better
including/understanding, to try to control what it
included/understood and to transmit it. This reflected

life, without disavowing the nature from which it
resulted and to which it is always partly subjected,

invented the culture : material culture, intellectual
culture and spiritual culture. And the culture
complicated and was organized in its turn, the point

to retroact on nature and to withdraw with the man,
one by one, his reflexes and its instincts, with the

profit of its free will, freedom and of its responsibility.

The marvellous history of the inventions of the man
thus will be reconstituted through objects and traces
that he left us and that one will endeavour to read. It

more than three one, year million, for example
hominidé there which was not to be a man yet, had

had the idea to change the shape of a stone to make
this one more effective in the function for which it

intended it; it had just conceived a project, it had
just imagined a form and like, with this intention, it
had been necessary for him to use another stone, it

had just invented the tool of the tool. Almost two
million years  ago, this time, another man had had

another idea, quite as original, that to manufacture
a tool which, like the feathers or the sheets, would

be symmetrical to be at the same time more
effective and more beautiful; with this intention, it

had been necessary a raw material for him better
quality, the invention of double-side then taught him

also the longer-term economy and forecast. There
are a few hundreds of thousands of years, a man
had managed to make fire at the time when another

had just had the idea to cut its stones in a more
precise way by using strikers less hard than were

to it the stones previously employed for this purpose,
while the shapes of shells, bones, teeth, minerals
and fossils had appeared so beautiful to them that

they had forgotten the possible effectiveness of it;
they decorated their body of them and made even

collections of them. There are a few  tens of
thousands of years, a man had this time the strange

desire to project his thoughts on movable objects
or real walls; he invented of it of a blow the drawing,
the writing, but also the abstraction and the code,

while using matters which translated its concern of
seeing preserving its messages a long time. Today,

science controls the nuclear power, photographs the
atoms or the galaxies, states billion forecasts years,
animates forms which do not have an existence yet;

tomorrow, it will control the movement of the
continents, will move planet, will use the energy of

stars and will make live dreams…

With the hollow of the natural environment thus
curiously was born a new quite strange medium,
created of all parts by our family, hominidés: cultural

medium. Taking support on deep undeniable animal
roots, but which are not therefore reducing, and on

a body that always the laws of biology govern,
knowledge thus gave to the man his conscience

and its dignity. There is not certainly more
extravagant history than this one which tells how,
step by step, invention after invention, the genius of

the man is offering the control of the unverse to him.
With the exposure “genius of the man”, the Abbey

Saint-Gérard de Brogne in fact an admirable
account.

q

L
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Lucy in the Earth
History of the human evolution revised by Yves Coppens

The Biography of Yves Coppens
Fascinated by Prehistory since his childhood, Yves Coppens spends his years of college, college and
university to furrow the archeological sites of his native Brittany, and carries out his first excavations.

Admitted at CNRS at 22 years, he was interested in the most moved back eras of the History of the
Earth: the quaternary one and tertiary sector. At the beginning of the years 1960, He traverses many

African and Asian countries (Chad, Mauritania, Indonesia, the Philippines) in the search of fossils and
indices which could feed its future theories on the evolution. It is in 1974 that he discovers most
famous of Australopithecus Afarensis, Lucy, with Donald Johanson and Maurice Taïeb. Named directing

and professor with the National Museum of Natural History six years later, he devotes himself to the
development of a theory of the new evolution, East Side Story, calling upon the environmental factor

like explanation of separation between Hominidae and Panidae. Titular elected official of the Pulpit of
Paléoanthropologie and Préhistoire of the College of France in 1983,  He endeavours to show how the
asset took the step on the innate one, thus explicant why the evolution of the Man has slowed down

then stopped for 100000 years. Yves Coppens received many prizes and medals in homage to the
quality of his analyses and the rigour of his scientific work, hedoes not hesitate to call into question in

the light of the new elements brought by his fellow-members.
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“If you, you go down from the monkey, my little boy,
eh well not me.”  It was the only comment which

his/her grandmother with Yves Coppens with regard
to her assumption formulated made to assemble

the scattered parts of the history of the human
evolution.

The famous paleontologist, codecouvror of Lucy, was
the guest surprised of the Beautiful Evenings last

Tuesday, where he came to tell his history. Professor
with the College of France, Yves Coppens has an

undeniable talent of storyteller and arrives, while
juggling with the million years, the Australopithecus
and the plate tectonics, to make a history easy  to

follow where several the teeth break.

“do not believe the media which claim that all is
capsized  each time one finds a fossil new, it in

interview entrusted to Forum. There is no confusion
and the history is simple and clear.”

East Side Story, which one could describe as
“unifying theory”, pushes back of 1,5 million years

the first passage of our ancestors of Africa in
Europe, accrediting the single and African origin at

the same time  human being. This exit of Africa
would have taken place 2,5 million years ago and
the first traveler was not Homo erectus as believes

it the classical theory but his/her elder cousin, Homo
habilis.

The ancestor common to the homo kind takes to

him also a blow of old man. Yves Coppens locates
the appearance of it at 3 million years ago whereas

geneticists have advanced the figure of 1,5 million
years!

The climatic assumption :

All the history of Yves Coppens revolves around the
assumption of the climatic changes. “the first

préhumains, the Australopithecus, appeared eight
million year ago to the favour of climatic upheavals,

supports it. The formation of the  glaciers on the
poles  involved a draining of the climate in the tropics.
At the same time, the tectonic activity  of the valley

of the Rift, in Ethiopia, awoke. The depression of
the valley was accompanied by a rise in the

mountains on western bank. In the east, the tropical
forest was gradually, replaced by arboricole

savanna.”

It is in this savanna of the east, which inspired the
title of the account of Yves Coppens, that the
Australopithecus (literally “monkeys of the south”)

will ramify in many subspecies among which one
seeks the ancestor of the homo kind.

“It there has four million years, continues the

storyteller, the Earth knows a shiver accompanied
by an expansion of the polar glaciers and a new
draining of the climate in Africa. Arboricole savanna

becomes steppe. The fossils of this time, always in
Ethiopia, enable us to see two new forms of

hominides: the robust Australopithecus and the
homo kind.”

First is characterized by enormous and strong teeth
adapted to the fibrous plants whereas the second

“chooses” the cerebral development and omnivorous
teeth.

Two occasions, the draining of the climate would

have thus governed the appearance of new species.
“the dryness was the engine of the selection and
the species evolved/moved in the direction of the

adaptation to this climate”, supports Yves Coppens.

The lost paradise :

This theory of the climatic change like engine of the
evolution however was strongly criticized, in

particular by the ethnologist Wiktor Stoczkowski
(University of Lille), who compares it to the myth of
the lost paradise. The author of naïve Anthropology,

erudite anthropology reproaches this model “for
making to need the mother of the innovation whereas

many examples show us the opposite”.

This criticism seems to make say to Yves Coppens
things which he does not say. The paleontologist
does not believe that the need creates the body

and does not deny at all that the changes are the
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work of the chance. “the dryness is not the cause
of the change but the engine drawing the train from

the evolution in a direction, specified us it. It exerts
a selective pressure in a direction; the species

adapted better to the new environment are those
which are retained by the selection.”

The homo kind, with its bipédie, a more powerful
brain and teeth allowing a herbivorous and

carnivorous food, had all the attributes to thrive in
savanna and the steppe.

According to Yves Coppens, the climatic changes

are definitely observable in the layers of the ground
which it stirred up. “We withdrew, of an escarpment
of more than 1000 meters representing two million

years of history, some 50,000 fossils the vertebrate
ones which show a draining of the climate. Moreover,

for the period located between – 2 and –3 million
years, the relationship between the pollen of trees
and the grass pollen passed from 0,4 to 0,01 which

shows that a very great dryness occurred.”

As for the parallel with mythology rather, offusque
Yves Coppens of at all and finds the similarity

“amusing”.

Neandertal :

In fact still the climatic changes would be at the
origin of the appearance of Neandertal in Europe
and the pithécanthrope in Asia. The anatomical

differences between these two species made believe
in certain paleontologists whom the human being

could have seen the day at several places at the
same time.

For Yves Coppens, Africa remains the only cradle.
It there has 500 000 years, affirms it, the kind homo

(more precisely Homo habilis according to him) was
already everywhere, except in America and

Australia. A glaciation then insulated Europe, where
the species evolved/ moved independently by giving

the man of Neandertal. The same glaciation opened
the passage towards Indonesai by causing a
lowering of the sea level. The end of the glaciation

insulated the islands indonésiennes, where the
species gave the pithécanthrope.

It there has 100,000 years, the ancestor of Homo

sapiens, appeared him also in Africa, left in its turn
the African cradle and left to the conquest planet.

And the history of the evolution is not finished. Even
if it affirms, in. liaison. With this other paleontologist

Stephen Jay Gould celebrates, that the evolution is
unforeseeable, Yves Coppens is convinced that the

mankind will adapt to possible climatic changes,
even caused by pollution.” 500  million years ago,

the development of the atmosphere was a
catastrophe. We are quite happy to have it today.”

And when the planet is not enough any more, Homo
sapiens will have dispatched its representatives

towards other worlds, where they will give rise to
new species. It is at least the futuristic dream of

the paleontologist.

Daniel Baril

Lucy is not our mother
The discovery of Lucy, in the Ethiopian rift in 1974,

constitutes one of the outstanding events of the very
short history of paleontology. Lucy, which owes its

popular name with the song of Beatles Lucy in the
Sky, consists of 52 pieces of the same skeleton,

one of most complete is ever updated. The basin
would not leave any doubt as for the sex of the
specimen.

Lucy is in fact the prototype of a species of

Australopithecus up to that point unknown and that
the researchers renamed Australopithecus afarensis

more correctly (name of the Ethiopian area of Afar).
“Lucy was at the same time biped and arboricole,
explains Yves Coppens. It was held upright but still

climbed with the trees. It had the flat feet, went the
isolated legs… while exaggeratedly rolling the hips

like the mannequins”, is ironical it.

As they were the oldest remainders hominides
updated, there several wanted to see the ancestor
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of all the Australopithecus and the modern man. It
is besides the thesis which stil the codecouvror of

Lucy supports, the American Donald Johanson.

This assumption was on the other hand given up by
Yves Coppens. Since 1974, between 300 and 400

other bones wee withdrawn from the site of Afar,
some presenting of the significant differences with
Lucy. For Donald Johanson, these differences are

explained by the sexual dimorphism whereas Yves
Coppens is carried to believe  that there are two

different species. Lucy would have thus cohabited
with a nearest relative, the Australopithecus
anamensis updated recently at Kenya and old of 4

million years (500,000 of more than Lucy).

“the anamensis is a better candidate for the human
ancestor because it is exclusively biped, contrary

to the afarensis”, Yves Coppens estimates. The
polemic which opposes it to his/her  American

colleague did not scramble their reports/ratios,
specifies it.

“the Americans spent 20 years before recognizing
that Lucy was not exclusively biped”, in addition

drops it, showing that it does not despair to see
them joining with its assumption.

Daniel Baril

q
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Theory of East Side Story

…or how of a common ancestor we could lead

to the hominid és first on a side and the large

monkeys of the other?

East Side S tory - Yves Coppens - Hominid és
In January 2003, Yuves Coppens refutes East S tory

bipédie is the most practical and fast means.. From

there also rise the development from the brain,

omnivorous teeth, the training of the tools and the

word.

Obliged to adapt, hominidé s which was there are

probably our ancestors!Yves Coppens put forth (in 1981)

a geological and climatic

assumption to explain this

separation.

It is necessary to go up 8 million

years behind. At that time live on

the east of the African continent (wooded at the time)

of large monkeys hominoidés…

This area is then geologically unstable because of

the pressure of the tectonic plates. An immense

fault breaks down  north in the south, dividing into

two our population of large monkeys: the Valley

Rift.

This natural barrier also will have consequences on

the climate and the vegetation.

In the east, the dryness settles and will transform

the forest into savanna. The large monkeys

accustomed to an abundant food and a timbered

environment, will find themselves in a medium where

it is necessary to sometimes make several

kilometers to find to eat. With this intention, the

In the west,  not of

climatic change, the

vegetation is

luxuriante and

abundant food. The

large monkeys

(panidés) which are there do not need to evolve/

move since they find sufficient food in the trees.

The use of the bipédie is thus not essential. The

ancestors of our large current monkeys come

certainly from this population: rather arboricoles,

they use the bipédie. Punctually.

But all is not also simple…

This assumption, so tempting is it, was thwarted

by the last discoveries of fossils…. Abel first of all

then Toumaî…

Indeed, if the reasoning is followed, one should not

find hominidés in the west of the Valley Rift. However

Toumaï  was discovered with more than 2500

kilometers in the west of the fracture of the Rift!
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Admittedly one crushing majority of our ancestors

(more than 3000) was found in the east of the Rift;

for are the moment only two individuals in

contradiction with the theory…isolated individuals,

lost?

Yves Coppens had even declared to him, after the

discovery of Abel, that “if one exhumes in Western

Africa of the specimens much older, of 7 or 8 million

years, it wil be necessary well to change the rifle of

shoulder”…

January 2003 Yves Coppens refutes
East Side Story!

“ Research” February 2003, the

paleoanthropologist Yves Coppens calls into

question his own theory…

The discovery of Abel and

especially that of Toumaï in 2002

came in full  contradiction with the

theory developed in 1982 per Yves

Coppens.

According to this one, the ancestors of the man

would have developed in the east of Africa after a

significant modification of geology and thus of the

climate, 8 million years ago. The large monkeys

remained them in the West of the great African Rift

whose environment was not deeply modified.

The recent discoveries of hominidé in the west of

the Rift Africa obliged Yves Coppens him to even

admit that “the east side story does not exist any

more”…

The file in “Research” has given a progress report

on the old theories of separation man monkey for

60 years. Only one thing is sure, the roots of the

Man are in Africa… in the east or the west of the

Rift!

Innovation June 2003: the course and the biography

D’Yves Coppens

q
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# However they talk of Neanderthal man?

Y.C.: This species of obsession to call this man

Neandertal is ridiculous. I am completely hostile with

this idea because Neandertal is a fossil man whom

one knows very well and who is only some 30,000

years old at the maximum. They are people who

are very intelligent according to their tools, which

are very refined, which collects curious stones, which

collects fossils, which decorate the body, which

believe in beyond since they bury their deaths…

That does not have really anything to see with this

history of Almasty.

#Why such a confusion ?

Y.C.: The error comes owing to the fact that, since

the last century, Neandertal is the stupid equivalent”

of man and fruste”. Take the film Forrest Gump where

Tom Hanks incarne simple of spirit. During an

interview, the actor affirmed to have taken as a

starting point Neandertal for his role of simpleton.

There is no more no doubt, for the man, Cro-Magnon

is idilot!

# For you the hypothesis of the monkey is not

in ay doubt?

Y.C.: It has very to like. Initially, it has this divergent

big toe, one sees it on the eprints raised during

forwardings, and it has nothing to do with the human

foot and its toe aligned on the others, which besides

is a foot which does not have more than three million

annèes. This is why it appears more obvious to me

to deal here with great primate which, obstructed

by the men in low altitude, went to take refuge in

the mountains.

# What is the evidence that we hold today on

the existence of Almasty?

Y.C.: There are many prints of foot-photographs and

mouldings-which are indeed very impressive. Doctor

Koffmann also reported the description of a species

of litter which would have been occupied by these

animals and around which were vegetable food

remainders.

# Can one know today the approximate number

of Almasty populating the Caucasus?

Y.C.: I do not know anything of it. It is a little bit

what throws the disorder on the reality of this

character. One finds Almasty in the Caucasus, Yeti

in Nepal and Bigfoot inAmerica. I find that it much

is met…

#  One of your fellow- members affirms that a

species can remain only in the condition which

there remain at least thousand alive

individuals. Would that like to say that there

wuld be in the Caucasus, a thousand of Almasty

without one being able to distinguish them ?

Y.C.: Why not, and that does not appear to me much

besides, because the Caucausus is an area of

altitude which is extremely raised . Spaces are

immense. And then the man does not have any

reason to go up starting from a certain altitude in

the forest belts. To drive out, it is satisfied with a

not very major part of the forest. In the same way, to

recover its wood, it has what is necessary for him in

edge. Thus, the fact that there is a thousand of

individuals does not appear surprising whole.

# Why can’t you detect the creatures with high

technology of detection operated by satellite?

Y.C. In the forest, one does not see large-thing, even

since the satellites. In addition, look at time

sometimes that one puts to find the wreck of a plane

in spite of these satellites which, it should be said

in passing, can detect objects of the size of a ball

of tennis. And then, in spite of the satellite, there is

many extraordinary and significant animals of size

in life. I think of the pseudoryx, this animal large

like a buffalo with horns of antelope African
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discovered lately in Vietnam. That proves that this

kind of small beast exists today. They are not

because people of the Caucasus live beside

Almasty which  they will run towards the zoologists

in their saying” You know, in your inventories, it does

not have yet this animal there.  “They live in balance

in their environment since many years. The months,

of the high mountains sufficiently thick Vietnamese

not to be touched too much by the two successive

wars, made fun owing to the fact that the pseudoryx

appeared in our listings or not. In any case, that

wants  to say that animals as large as this pseudoryx

survived until June 1994 without never to be indexed.

#If one accepts all the information which one

recovered up to now, can one say that one has

a kind of missing link here?

Y.C: If is not a  link missing with respect to the

man, but the phyletic tree of the species is very

large. Since the number of species is extrapolated

to forty or about fifty million, those which one lays

out, alive and fossil, represent of it only one part,

i.e. one has many links which miss. Paleontology

is much richer of these links which miss than links

than it has to find. Thus, it would be indeed a link

moreover, but at all related to the man.

q
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Yves Coppens: “imagination penetrates every where
and allows the construction of assumptions”

JLT- It sometimes happens to you to evoke the
fifteen billion years of the history of our
universe, made up at the beginning of an inert
matter which, very from a blow, will start to
think and to give what we became. Does it
manage to you to ask you metaphysics
questions compared to all that?

YC- Of course. First of all, I make a point of rectifying.
One speaks about inert matter. It is much less than

it is imagined. It is a total, hard and dry term, used

to indicate the unit. But if you study mineral, it
pushes in a certain manner. It is thus less inert than
it it is thought, even if it is more inert than alive.

Then, to return to your question, I put myself
obviously metaphysics questions and these

interrogations lead to philosophical designs on the
man and the life. The astrophysicists, the

geophysicists, the biologists, the paleontologists
and the anthropologists make the same report: the
matter does not cease progressing, becoming

complicated, being organized. All this universal

Discussion with Yves Coppens
by

Jean-Louis T allon
September - 2000

His work, discoveries and works revolutionized modern p aleontology . His studies on Lucy ,
his theory of East Side S tory made the turn of the world. And yet, Yves Coppens seems to
have kept this good-naturedness sympathetic  nerve, this calms and this amazement, almost
childish, in front of the miracle of the life. When the study of humanity brings back to essence.
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organization would thus have a direction and, I would
say, a double direction: i.e. a direction, in the good

direction or not, and a significance. Ca seems pain-
killer and yet it is a great report, made by people of

ground. For my part, I think of all these
considerations metaphysics but that does not worry
me. That causes at home neither distresses, neither

anxiety, nor true problem. In fact, I return this
question, working about the 3 million the history of

the man, with the way in which the head of the man
is manufactured. It enables him to raise such
questions with the wire of its history. I was one day

the guest in Liege of an emission of television entitled
Nom of God. The presenter had started with me to

raise the following question: “How do you write”
Name of God”? “There, if you play fair play and that

you agree to answer, you are obliged to deliver to
you. I had chosen to put a plural and capital letters
at “Name” and “to God”. It is also a manner of

answering your question. I respect all the gods and
all the men, including those of yesterday. There was

much of it, if one refers to the hundred billion man
which populated the history. Perhaps all the gods
merge as an only one god. I have a great confidence

and a large respect towards the men and,
consequently, I respect all the gods and all the men

of the ground.

JLT-I would like to evoke your book the monkey ,
Africa and the man while reconsidering the
idea of imaginary or imagination. Which share
the imaginary one takes in scientific research?

YC-It is, in my opinion, significant. I met young
scientists for whom research limited themselves to

the data. The data is rigorous. Nevertheless, I am
convinced that with the raw data, dries, one misses

take-off. To propose, starting from the elements
which one lays out, a certain synthesis, working
hypotheses, one needs imagination. The scientists

must use about it. This imagination must be then
put at the service of science. The assumption must

be tested. If it is confirmed, everyone is content; if it
is cancelled, one proposes some another,

etc…Science can really advance with great steps if
there is at the beginning, in the scientists, an effort

of imagination intended to serve as the proposals
for developments which science will have fun to

discuss, to fight, retain or not. I was always very
sensitive to the imaginary one. Undoubtedly this for
this reason is that I turned to paleontology. Child, I

impassioned myself for the old times and the
imagination which they could start in my small head.

JLT-That also accomp anied was by readings?

YC- Not Especially. I lived in Brittany. Perhaps is

this the meeting of the menhirs, of the dolmens,
witnesses of a disappeared age, which caused or,
in any case, encouraged my vocation? My family

not having discouraged me, I thus continued and I
have even the impression to continue still today.

Attention , I am not in the imaginary one
permanently. I do not have the impression to see
living Lucy. It is not at this point there. They are

more serious all the same. But imaginatiton
Penetrattes everywhere and allows the construction

of assumptions.

JLT-How would you react if ever an element
came to contradict your theory of “East Side
Story?

YC- Sincerely, that is equal for me. I do not defend

it with any hair. Many elements seem to consolidate
it. Even if it is a too simple theory. Ca cannot be

right as I imagined. It is increasingly more
complicated. But, in fact, that Eastern Africa was

insulated, that this insulation involved the adequate
conditions so that intelligent spirits emergent in the
primates and belong to a fauna sharing the same

endemic reactions: all that has a direction
geophysical, ecological, climatic and faunistic. One

cannot evacuate it also quickly.

JLT – Not, but cert ain scientist s remain hung to
their invaluable theories…

YC-It is true. When one ages, I do not doubt that
one resists. I know something of it. One remains in
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his rut and one does not leave there any more. I
made discoveries. But of others also made some.

Many very freely took as a starting point the East
Side Story. It was thus certainly a good idea. Today,

it appears simple but it was not it at all  in the
Seventies. To say that the evolution of the man and
the evolution of the environment had functioned

together like that of the other animals, It was risky.
When I published such a result in 1975, some treated

me of determinist. It is always said that the ideas
spend ten years to go from America to Europe. For
the theory of East Side Story, it was the reverse.

Today, it is à. la.mode.

JLT- And did the name of East Side S tory come
like that [laughter]?

YC [laughter] I like humour. Until now, I had not had

children. And then with sixty-and-a years, pof, that
one escapes to me! To have a five year old boy at
my age, it is something! I try to teach humour to

him. Humour was born with the conscience. It is
certainly one of the principal characteristics  of the

man. To have humour, it is to be conscious,
intelligent. And that differentiates you from the

animal. I will give you an example. I studied the
traces of step going back to 3 600 000 years  taken
in ash dry of volcano and left by an adult and a child

walking coast at coast. One realized whereas
another arrives behind them and puts themselves

to go in the steps of the adult. Nevertheless! A
gazelle would not have this idea! It is nothing! Ah, I,

to observe all that ravit me. And it is really a mark of
humour.

JLT – Which is your opinion on the question of

hominid és the relics?

YC- Yes… I do not believe in it too much. These

men that one thinks of having seen and that one is

not never too sure to have seen well, who perhaps

exist at the bottom of the forest of Kenya or the

bottom of Pamir or the bottom of the Caucasus, or

in top of the Himalayas…Even if that were worth me

criticisms, I continue to support those which are

occupied some, of which Marie-Jeanne Koffmann.

The question is not distinct. Unfortunately, with the

eapssing of years, I believe less and less in all that.

One did not find elements tangible, palpable, apart

from very many testimonys. They are coherent

besides. The accounts are recut, are extremely alive,

even impressive. When one listens to the Russian

researchers who work on the traditions and the

myths, the accounts which result from this seem to

tell the same  thing. The myth thus crosses the

history. There is not thus an illusion? Did the history

join the myth or is this the reverse? A priori, I do not

think that it is about stove setting. But I am today

more skeptic that I was not it.

q
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Yves Coppens t alks to
Francis Leary - Palaeontologist

Interview
Francis Leary

A palaeontologist of international reputation, Yves
Coppens is professor of palaeoanthropology and
prehistory at the College de France (Paris). He has
carried out extensive fieldwork which has led to the
discovery of many fossil hominids and the oldest
known manufactured stone tools (over three million
years old). He has also constructed models to
explain the origin of hominids (eight million years
ago), and the origins of Man (three million years
ago), as well as a cultural model to explain the
evolution of thought.

Among his recent publications are: Preambules, Les
premiers pas de I’Homme (1988); Le reve de Lucy
(1990, in collaboration with Pierre Pelot and Tanino
Liberatore); end “The Origin and Evolution of Man”,
which appeared in From the Stars to Thought, no.
155 of DIOGENES, the quarterly review of the
International Council of Philosophy and Humanistic
Studies (published \\with UNESCO ) support by
Berg Publishers, Providence, U.SA., and Oxford,
U.K).

* Gauguin painted a famous triptych that depicted
naked dream figures of Tahitian women together with
animals and a native goddess. He made this brilliant
fantasy of colour and imagery a haunting symbol of
the human situation by entitling it: “Where do we
come from? Who are we? Where are we going?”
Could we say that Gauguin’s questions summarize
the goals of anthropological investigation?

— Absolutely. They were probably also the first three
questions that occurred to man’s earliest conscious
mind, what some recent philosophers have termed
“existential anguish”. This triptych by Gauguin is
so symbolic of these basic questions in our field

that I used it on the cover of a volume in the series
of scientific publications entitled Les Cahiers de
Paleoanthropologie, which I have edited for fifteen
years.

* Dinosaurs are a subject of great popular interest,
these monsters that roamed the Earth 220 million
years ago, persisting through the Jurassic and
Cretacious before disappearing about 70 million
years ago. Various explanations have been advanced
for the extinction of the dinosaurs. What is your
view?

—The problem of massive extinction of species is
linked to the different episodes of Earth’s history,
such as expansion and contraction of the seas.
During the last 500 million years, thirty-five such
extinctions have been known. This means that the
extinction of the dinosaurs, with that of certain
molluses at the same time, is not an exception.
The meteorite theory of the “Death Star” crashing
into Earth is for me a romance as big as some
dinosaurs! For cosmic reasons, the position of the
Earth on its parallax and consecutive alterations of
climate mean that the history of life consists of
successive periods of expansion alternating with
periods of slow decrease or even a quite rapid
extinction of species.

* Is it not possible that the very size of these
monsters has influenced theories concerning their
extinction? A fierce carnivore such as Tyrannosaurus
Rex, 15 metres long, couldn’t just quietly fade away.
Surely some great catastrophe was needed for its
exit?

—I think that you are right. The extinction of the
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invertebrates called trilobites 200 million years
before, or the disappearance of the beautiful
molluscs, the ammonites, at the same time as the
dinosaurs, have not inspired such romantic theories.

* Are the birds we see today descended from
dinosaurs?

—Definitely, yes. The earliest birds known, the
Archaeopteryx, of the Upper Jurassic, were very like
dinosaurs, with anatomical similarities, such as teeth
and long savage claws, to the small dinosaur,
Deinonychus, discovered by Dr. John Ostrom of Yale
in 1964. Archaeopteryx, however, was also warm-
blooded, with feathers for insulation, like birds.

*To get the time-scale of Man’s origins into focus,
true apes, the very remote ancestors of Man,
emerged about 20 million years ago. After several
million more years, the line of primates split, giving
rise to apes such as chimps and gorillas on the one
hand and hominids on the other. What brought about
this split, without which we would never have existed,
at least in our present form?

—After fifteen years of digging in East Africa between
1963 and 1978,I was surprised not to have collected
any fossil remnants of chimps or pre-chimps and
gorillas or pre-gorillas among hundreds of thousands
of fossil vertebrates distributed along geological
levels dating from eight to one million years. In
contrast, I found in these sites hundreds of hominid
remains. As molecular biologists and geneticists
were then claiming that the African apes were
obviously Man’s closest relatives as far as the
genetic card and proteins were concerned, that is,
chimps and gorillas were cousins and we shared
with them common ancestors, I thought it interesting
to try to solve this curious enigma. The African apes
and ourselves were cousins, yet in the field were
never found together.

In 1982,I suggested at a conference in Rome and
subsequently in other places and in many papers a
model to explain this apparent discrepancy, a model
that I called “The East Side Story”. Just before the
split occurred between apes and hominids, eight

million years ago, our common ancestors were living
all across Equatorial Africa, from the Atlantic to the
Indian Ocean, in very low-lying humid country,
covered with a dense forest and wooded areas.

A tectonic event intervened. The Rift Valley sank
4,000 metres, while its perimetre thrust up 4,000
metres, forming a barrier between west and east.
This had important ecological consequences, cut
off from the east, the western region between the
Rift and the Atlantic remained humid and wooded,
while the eastern area between the Rift and the
Indian Ocean became open country, much less
humid and only seasonally watered by the newborn
system of monsoons.

Our common ancestors, the apes, were divided into
a large western group and a small eastern one. The
western apes, in their forested niche, could have
been ancestors of chimps and gorillas, while the
eastern apes, having to adapt to the new open
grasslands, could very well have been the
precursors of hominids, Australopithecus and Homo
in succession.

* So that’s how our ancestors got down from the
trees.

—They got down because they had to! With the
trees disappearing, they had no choice.

*The fossil skeleton of a female was discovered in
the Afar Valley of Ethiopia in 1974. Dating from about
three million years, this skeleton was more complete
than that of any previous find. She was christened
“Lucy”, after the Beatles’ song Lucy in the Sky with
Diamonds. Can you discuss this Afar expedition
and its significance for palaeontology?

—The Afar palaeontological sites were found by a
French geologist, Maurice Taieb, in the 1960s. As I
knew him well, I was the first to be consulted and I
gave him the approximate geological age of these
sites, according to the determination of the fossil
remains collected, which was two to three million
years.

In 1972, Taieb organized an expedition under
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international leadership: two French scientists, Taieb
and myself, and two Americans, Don Johanson and
Jon Kalb, which constituted the International Afar
Research Expedition. We conducted five field
campaigns over a period of six years. The chief
discovery was that of Lucy, an Australopithecus
about three million years old. It was the first time
that such a complete skeleton from that epoch had
been found and we could as never before get a good
idea of the size of the specimen, the proportions
and how the joints worked.

In my own lab, I had ten theses done on this
analysis, each one over three years; in other words

a total of thirty years trying to understand Lucy’s
behavior! We finally created the extraordinary picture
of a pre-human female, probably twenty years old,

between 1 metre and 1 m. 20 in height and weighing
20-25 kilos, with long arms and short legs. She ate

fruit, roots and tubers and may have had primitive
stone tools. She stood erect and walked as a biped
but with short steps, rolling her shoulders and hips.

With her flat feet and prehensile big toe, the curved
phalanges of her hands and feet, she was still

climbing trees.

* Where would you place Lucy in our family tree?

—Lucy was probably a cousin but descended
anyway from one species of Australopithecus to
which we gave the scientific name Australopithecus
afarensis, which also became the genus Homo that
appeared in East Africa three million years ago. This
appearance was linked to another environmental
event that I had discovered in 1970 in the sediment
of the Omo River Valley, in southern Ethiopia, That’s
why, making a pun, I called it the (H)OMO event.

Between 3.3 million and 2.4 million years ago, an
important climatic crisis occurred—a prolonged
drought. The number of trees drastically decreased,
as we know from fossils contained in geological
levels of three million to two million years. The entire
fauna altered, trying to adapt to the changed
environment. For hominids, the genus Homo, with
a much larger brain, was the solution. Poor Lucy

had a brain of only 340 cc., while Homo’s brain was
800 cc. Homo was also equipped with a dentition
adapted to a much more varied diet than that of
Australopithecus.

* In 1972 the Kenyan anthropologist Richard Leakey
discovered on the shores of Lake Turkana in Kenya
some hominid fossils dating from about two million
years. These hominids had walked erect, “with an
easy striding gait like that of modern humans.” Homo
habilis could have been a progenitor of Man, with a
brain capacity of 800 cc., or more than half that of
Man today.

—As the earliest men had been found in East Africa,
where the earliest Australopithecus had also been
found; as australopithecines are the beings with the
nearest resemblance to Man; and as the earliest
australopithecines are older than the earliest men,
there is a good possibility that Man had an
Australopithecus as progenitor. But which oner1 It’s
not yet known for sure.

Australopithecines were vegetarians and only
exceptionally carnivores out of necessity. Because
of the climatic crisis of three million years ago, the
Home (Homo habilis) are both vegetarians and meat-
eaters; thus, they could very well have been the
first killers, sometimes scavengers but hunters as
well.

*Controversy over whether Man inherited an instinct
for killing from ancestors millions of years ago first
began with Raymond Dart. This South African
professor of Anatomy concluded that a skull found
in 1924 at Taung near the Kalahari Desert was that
of an Australopithecus, six years old and living three
million years ago. The creature walked erect, with a
brain the size of a gorilla’s. The evidence of the teeth
convinced Dart that it bad been a carnivore. Was he
right?

—Dart’s interpretation (of some animal bones that
he associated with Australopithecus as tools, called
by some writers “Dartifacts”, was perhaps partly
correct. But now it seems more likely that, according
to the analysis of marks on the occusal surface of
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their teeth and the analysis of the tooth morphology,
the australopithecines were vegetarians, not
carnivores.

One day in Antanarivo, Madagascar, I had to give a
lecture on the “Taung baby” and the organizers of
the event had the idea of making a large poster with
the restored image of the Australopithecus infant.
Shortly before the lecture, I saw two Malgache ladies
looking at the poster and one said to the other, “This
lecturer seems really very young!”

*Neanderthal Man, whose fossil was discovered near
Dusseldorf in 1856 was said to have descended from

Australopithecus robustus, a slow-brained, heavy-
jawed, plant-eating hominid. He faded from the
picture, the pace a million years ago too much for
him, but was said to hove survived in Neanderthal
Man, who had somewhat similar characteristics. He
gave way in turn to Cro-Magnon Man. What
happened to Neanderthal Man?

—Australopithecus robustus is one of the answers
of the hominid family to the (H)OMO climatic crisis,
that is, a new Australopithecus, heavier, taller and
stronger, with a very peculiar dentition, tiny front
teeth and enormous molars for a quite specialized
tough vegetarian diet. And it now seems to us that
robustus became extinct one million years ago.

It seems also that the first Homo, because a bigger
brain had made it more daring and because of an
omnivorous diet, which made it more mobile, was
the first to expand its territory. These adventurers
soon reached the Middle East from East Africa and
then went on to Europe and Asia, gradually
transforming themselves into what we used to call
Home erectus and Homo sapiens, which are riot in
fact true species.

But the successive glaciations of the quaternary
period, covering the Alps and Scandinavia as well
as Germany and Poland, Isolated the first hominid
population. In such a case, a genetic drift happens
to the population. In western Europe, Homo habilis
became Homo erectus as elsewhere, but a very

distinctive Homo sapiens that we call Homo sapiens
Neanderthalensis.

So Neanderthal Man is not the descendant of
robustus but is what Homo became in an island
called western Europe. This genetic drift only came
to a stop between 30 and 40,000 years ago, when
Homo sapiens came from the Middle East to
Western Europe. Otherwise, the Neanderthal
phenomenon could have given birth to a new
Humanity, unable to inter-breed anymore with the
other one, that is, with Cro-Magnon Man.

*Darwin’s thesis of the “survival of the fittest” has
often been used to justify a claim to the superiority
of white people over others, blacks and Amerindians,
for example. What do you think about this?

—Even’ scientist, in any discipline, has, like any
layman, more or less preconceived ideas. Everything
is all fight as long as such ideas are just working
hypotheses. If these hypotheses are confirmed, it’s
fine, but if they are not, the true scientist must forget
them and change his thinking. That’s the way to
recognize a good scientist.

Darwin was an outstanding scientist, with particularly
clear and synthesizing concepts, but he was quite
wrong when he tried to apply, without any correction,
his conclusions obtained from plants or animals to
Man and human societies. He forgot that Culture
interfered, bringing liberty and responsibility while
dramatically changing the rules.

*On entering the Parts Musee de 1’Homme, of which
you were formerly the director, a large sign tell one
to leave “Culture” in the cloakroom and concentrate
on the universal biological affinity of humankind. Yet,
as we may see every day on TV, people can be
violently aroused by both physical and cultural
differences, producing outbursts of rage and hatred.

—It’s true that there are differences between people
and it’s true that people are often divided by
economic, territorial and religious rivalries, causing
violent behaviour. But it’s also true that these
differences are essentially superficial. We are all
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Homo sapiens sapiens and share the same genetic
characteristics, separating us from the apes.

* Some people have seized upon discoveries in
anthropology as demonstrations of divine intervention
on the grounds that no scientist has been able to
explain fully the development of the human mind,
with all its complexities and achievements. How
does one account for Man’s unique stature in the
animal kingdom?

—The invention of the first stone tools was an
essential stage in Evolution, the introduction of
culture in Nature. My own expedition in southern
Ethiopia found the earliest tools, 3.3 million years
old. After the natural environment has prevailed for
four billion years, suddenly, three million years ago,
a new environment is created by a hominid. This
changes everything because Man will respond to
the solicitations of the natural environment faster
than Nature, adapting to them before biology does.
Thus, biological evolution will decrease and finally
stop.

The quest for an explanation beyond Evolution, born
of consciousness and the effort to reduce the
“angoisse existentielle”, is outside the realm of
science. The end of our scientific research is to
describe the world through its history; to find an
explanation of how it works. And the natural
explanation cannot solve the supernatural question.

Every step in the history of l ife has been
extraordinary—the origin of life itself, only known
for a brief hour in palaeontological time, the
appearance of pluricellular beings and of sexuality’,
the respiration of air, the development of vision, of
thought, of speech, the invention of culture. Thanks
to prehistorieal studies, we know about the
intermediate steps between the first tool-maker and
Cro-Magnon, as well as, for example, those between
Cro-Magnon and the civilization of Sumer and Akkad.

Man is the only animal to have “chosen” to develop
his nervous system at this level for his adaptation.
Other animals have chosen the transformation of
their limbs in order to run faster or of their teeth to
improve their diet. A scientific answer would be:
confronted by such an environmental event, it so
happened that Man adapted to the new conditions
by the development of a big brain, but it might just
as well have been the horse. A philosophical
response would be: this event occurred in this area
and not elsewhere and at that time and not at another
time and Man was the member of the animal
kingdom who developed his brain.

* Can human nature be so modified as to prevent
the extinction of our race by all-out war, by the
destruction of our fragile environment, or by runaway
demographic problems?

—I must say that I am optimistic. Since the
emergence of consciousness about three million
years ago, humanity has developed knowledge of
itself and of its environment, losing its primeval
instincts and gaining its liberty. Though formidable
individual or collective problems remain, the way we
are organizing answers to these problems is very
impressive.

Overall, humanity is becoming a thinking, rational
and organized society, aware of its responsibilities.
But it is not easy: over three million years wee have
had to learn to deal with hundreds of thousands of
people, then with millions. Now we have to cope
with billions. Education, the acquisition of more
knowledge, the colonization of our solar system and,
in the distant future, of other systems will bring us
to a better understanding of our world,  better control
of ourselves and  of  our planet and an increase in
freedom.

FRANCIS LEARY is an
American Writer and Journalist.
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Books by Yves Coppens

1. Homo Sapiens: Great history of the man
explained to the children  (December 9,
2004) of Patricia Chairopoulos, et al.- - Stitched
Usually dispatched under 24 H
Our price : EUR 14,25

2. Most beautiful History of the world  (May
18, 2004) of Hubert Reeves, et al. –Pocket
Note average comments:
Usually dispatched under 24 H
Our price : EUR 4,70

3. Homo Sapiens: History of the wolf child
(December 9, 2004) of Patricia Chairopoulos,
et al. - - Stitched
Usually dispatched under 24 H
Our price : EUR 7,60

4. Homo Sapiens  (December 9, 2004) of
Isabelle Bourdial, et al. – Connected
Usually dispatched under 24 H
Our price : EUR 30,40

5. Homo Sapiens: The adventure of the man
(December 9, 2004) of Patricia Chairopoulos,
et al. – Pocket
Usually dispatched under 24 H
Our Price : EUR 8,08

6. At the origins from humanity , 2. The
characteristic of the man  (November 2,
2001) of Yves Coppens, Pascal Picq—
Connected
Usualy dispatched under 9 to 11 days
Our price : EUR 49, 40

7. At the origins of humanity , volume 1:
Appearance of the life to the modern man

(October 16, 2001) of Yves Coppens, Pascal
Picq – Connected
Usually dispatched under 9 to 11 days
Our Price : EUR 49, 40

8. Homo Sapiens : It will change the face of
the world (January 26, 2005) of Loïc Malnati
(Dessins), et al.  – Hard-bound
Usually dispatched under 24 H
Our Price : EUR 11, 88

9. Africa : Appointment s of the History , Blois
2003 (October 15, 2004) of Adame Ba Konare,
et al. – Stitched
Usually dispatched under 7 to 9 days
Our price : EUR 12,35

10. Odyssée of the species (November 13, 2003)
of Yves Coppens – Stitched
Usually dispatched under 24 H
Our price : EUR 30,31

11. Under the wind of the world, volume 5:
Those which speak at the edge of the
stone (April 10, 2003) of Pierre Pelot, Yves
Coppens – Pocket
Usually dispatched under 9 to 12 days
Our price : EUR 5,04

12. The Second Man in Africa  (October 9, 2002)
of Collective, Yves Coppens (Préface) –
Stitched
Usually dispatched under 24 H
Our price : EUR 19,95

13. The mystery of the man of piltdown: An
extraordinary  scientific imposture (October
2, 2002) of Herbert Thomas, Yves Coppens
(Préface) – Stitched
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Usually dispatched under 5 to 8 days
Our price : EUR 18, 81

14. Before Adam  (June 12, 2002) of London Jack,
et al. – Pocket
Usually dispatched under 24 H
Our price : EUR 8, 46

15. Homo : Plural history of a very singular kind
(February 26, 2002) of Claude-Louis Gallien,
et al. – Stitched
Usually dispatched under 24 H
Our price : EUR 14, 25

16. Madre will t ierra! For a rebirth
amérindienne  (February 20, 2002) of Daniel
Wermus, Yves Coppens (Préface) – Stitched
Usually dispatched under 9 to 11 days
Our Price : EUR 18, 91

17. The birds did not fall from the sky
(November 28, 2001) of Jean Dorst, Yves
Coppens (Préface) – Stitched
Usually dispatched under 9 to 12 days
Our price : EUR 17, 38

18. Upright in the white belly of silence
(January 17, 2001) of Pierre Pelot, Yves
Coppens – Pocket
Usually dispatched under 9 to 12 days
Our Price : EUR 6, 46

19. The knee of Lucy  (March 30, 2000) of Yves
Coppens – Stitched
Usually dispatched under 9 to 12 days
Our price : EUR 5, 70

20. The lost name of the sun  (January 12, 2000)
of Pierre Pelot, Yves Coppens – Pocket
Usually dispatched under 9 to 12 days
Our Price : EUR 6,46

21. Under the wind of the world  (April 16, 1999)
of Pierre Pelot, Yves Coppens — Stitched

Usually dispatched under 9 to 12 days
Our Price : EUR 18, 11

22. Upright in the white belly of silence

(February 2, 1999) of Pierre Pelot, Yves

Coppens — Stitched

Usually dispatched under 9 to 12 days

Our price : EUR 18, 11

23. The Monkey , Africa and the man  (March

31, 1998) of Yves Coppens – Stitched

our price : EUR 3,99

24. At the time of the mammoths (exposure)

(March 2, 2004) of Alain Foucault, et al. –

Connected

Usually dispatched under 7 to 9 days

Our price : EUR 33, 25

25. Cradles of humanity: Origins at the bronze

Age  (October 23, 2003) of Collective, et al. –

Stitched

Usually dispatched under 24 H

Our price : EUR 42, 75

26. Under the wind of the world, volume 4:

Before the end of the sky  (June 19, 2002) of

Pierre Pelot, Yves Coppens – Pocket

Usually dispatched under 24 H

Our price : EUR 6, 46

27. On the track of the mammoth  (February 21,

2002) of Bernard Buigues, Yves Coppens

(Préface) – Pocket

Usually dispatched under 24 H

Our price : EUR 6, 66

28. Words of before the writing  (October 3,

2001) of Jean Pink, Yves Coppens (Préface) –

Hard-bound

Usually dispatched under 9 to 11 days

Our price : EUR 9, 50
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29. Those which speak at the edge of the
stone  (February 28, 2001) of Pierre Pelot, Yves
Coppens (Préface) – Stitched

Usually dispatched under 9 to 12 days
Our price : EUR 18, 11

30. Preambles : first steps of the man (January
25, 2001) of Yves Coppens – Pocket
Usually dispatched under 9 to 12 days
Our price : EUR 7, 13

31. Mammoth  (June 16, 2000) of Francis Latreille,
et al. – connected
Generally dispatched under 1 to 2 days
Our Price : EUR 14, 00

32. On the track of the mammoth  (June 16,
2000) of Bernard Buigues, et al. – Stitched
Usually dispatched under 9 to 10 days
Our price : EUR 18, 69

33. The knee of Lucy  (January 28, 1999) of Yves
Coppens – Stitched
Usually dispatched under 9 to 12 days
Our price : EUR 20, 71

34. The lost name of the sun  (January 6, 1998)
of Pierre Pelot, Yves Coppens – Stitched
Usually dispatched under 9 to 12 days
Our price : EUR 18, 11

35. The dream of Lucy  (June 1, 1997) of Pierre
Pelot, et al. – Pocket
Usually dispatched under 10 to 11 days
Our price : EUR 5, 65

36. Preambles : First steps of the man
(November 1, 1988) of Yves Coppens – Stitched
Generally dispatched under 1 to 2 days.
Our Price : EUR 8,00

37. Odyssée of the species  (March 9, 2005) of
Yves Coppens – Pocket Soon available – Order
it as of today!
Our price : EUR 4, 94

38. Chronicles of a paleontologist  (November 5,
2004) of Yves Coppens – Stitched
Currently inalienable

39. Homo sapiens and the child wolf  (August
10, 2004) of Yves Coppens – Stitched
Usually dispatched under 7 to 9 days
Our price : EUR 7, 60

40. Great maintenance : Yves coppens  (July 11,
2003) of Yves Coppens – Stitched Currently
inalienable

41. At the origins of humanity ,  box of 2
volumes  (October 23, 2002) of Pascal Picq,
Yves Coppens – Connected
Currently inalienable

42. All that you have wanted toulours to know
about sciences  (May  16, 2001) of Jean
Clottes, et al. – Stitched
Currently inalienable

43. Origin of the man, reality , myth, mode
(2001) of Yves Coppens, et al. – Stitched On
order (usually dispatched under 2 to 3 weeks)
Our price : EUR 35, 08

44. And if one spoke a litt le the life?
Discussions with Sebastien Ripari (August
19, 1999) of Jean Dorst, Yves Coppens –
Stitched
Currently inalienable

45. Origins of the universe of the life of the
homm 060895 (July 15, 1993) of Coppens Yves
– unknown Binding
Currently inalienable

46. The Prehistory of Poitou: Poitou, the
Vendée, Aunis, of the origins to the Roman
conquest  (November 30, 1990) of Roger
Joussaume, et al. – Hard-bound
Currently inalienable


